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ABSTRACT

Orchestrating a high-quality data preparation program is essential
for successful machine learning (ML), but it is known to be time
and effort consuming. Despite the impressive capabilities of large
language models like ChatGPT in generating programs by inter-
acting with users through natural language prompts, there are still
limitations. Specifically, a user must provide specific prompts to
iteratively guide ChatGPT in improving data preparation programs,
which requires a certain level of expertise in programming, the
dataset used and the ML task. Moreover, once a program has been
generated, it is non-trivial to revisit a previous version or make
changes to the program without starting the process over again.

In this paper, we present ChatPipe, a novel system designed to
facilitate seamless interaction between users and ChatGPT. Chat-
Pipe provides users with effective recommendation on next data
preparation operations, and guides ChatGPT to generate program
for the operations. Also, ChatPipe enables users to easily roll back
to previous versions of the program, which facilitates more efficient
experimentation and testing. We have developed a web application
for ChatPipe and prepared several real-world ML tasks from Kag-
gle. These tasks can showcase the capabilities of ChatPipe and
enable VLDB attendees to easily experiment with our novel features
to rapidly orchestrate a high-quality data preparation program.

1 INTRODUCTION

As an indispensable step in data analysis, data preparation (or data
prep for short) transforms raw data into a format that is ready to use
for machine learning (ML) or data science tasks. A typical data prep
process involves a series of operations, such as handling missing or
invalid data, normalizing data, and feature engineering, where data
moves from one operation to subsequent operations. In this paper,
we call such series of operations as data prep program.

In practice, domain experts, like physicians, may find it challeng-
ing to orchestrate data prep program due to the need for program-
ming skills and data prep experiences. Recently, large language
models, especially ChatGPT, have emerged as a promising tool to
assist domain experts in orchestrating data prep program. Different
from existing data prep tools, ChatGPT can directly generate a data
prep program by simply “chatting” with users.

However, it is non-trivial for users to provide specific prompts
to guide ChatGPT for improving the data prep program. The main
reason is that users may not know which operations are the most
helpful given a specific dataset and a particular task. Moreover, it is
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Figure 1: An overview of ChatPipe, which provides guid-

ance by suggesting operations to improve Human-ChatGPT

interactions for data prep program orchestration.

also hard for users to revisit previous program versions, if the cur-
rent program produces inferior performance. Therefore, it is highly
desirable to equip users with an assistant that can provide effective
guidance by suggesting ChatGPT the operations to improve the
program, and easily roll back to any previous versions to facilitate
experimentation and testing.
Our proposal.We propose ChatPipe, a tool to provide effective
guidance by suggesting operations to improve Human-ChatGPT
interactions for data prep program orchestration. As illustrated in
Figure 1, ChatPipe enables seamless communication between a
user and ChatGPT, and generates a data prep program as follows.

(1) Initially, the user uploads a dataset (e.g., diabetes.csv) and
provides a prompt (i.e., Prompt-❶) to ChatGPT. Then, ChatGPT
generates an initial code block, namely Code-❶, which loads the
dataset and prepares features and labels.

(2) ChatPipe analyzes the dataset and detects outlier values,
such as 0, in columns Glucose and BloodPressure, and thus rec-
ommends an outlier removal operation. Moreover, ChatPipe en-
ables the user to update the prompt to inject domain knowledge,
e.g., replacing all 0s with median of each column. Guided by the
prompt (Prompt-❷), ChatGPT generates a code block Code-❷.

(3) By interacting with the user, ChatPipe recommends a series
of operations PolynomialFeatures (Prompt-❸), MaxAbsScaler
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(Prompt-❹), and VarianceThreshold (Prompt-❺), which are tai-
lored for feature engineering. We can see that these suggested op-
erations are quite reasonable and coherent, i.e., first generating
interaction features from columns, then scaling the generated fea-
tures, and finally removing low-variance features.

In such a way, ChatPipe can speed up the time-consuming “trial-
and-error” process of data prep by guiding ChatGPT to generate
effective data prep program via Human-ChatGPT interactions.
Architecture of ChatPipe. To support the aforementioned fea-
tures, ChatPipe consists of three key modules. (1) Operation Recom-
mendation: Given a current program, ChatPipe recommends the
most effective operations to improve the overall performance of the
ML task. This module is powered by the techniques proposed in our
research paper [1]. (2) Program Generation: Given the recommended
operations, ChatPipe interacts with ChatGPT to generate an error-
free data prep program that effectively implements the operations.
(3) Version Management: The Human-ChatGPT interactions would
generate multiple program versions, including produced datasets
and corresponding prompts. To enable users to roll back to any
previous versions, ChatPipe visualizes the program versions, and
develops techniques to speed-up program execution.
Demonstration scenarios. We build ChatPipe as a web applica-
tion and demonstrate it by orchestrating data prep programs for
real ML tasks from Kaggle, the most popular data science web-
site. We prepare a collection of ML tasks, each of which contains a
dataset, such as diabetes.csv in Figure 1. We allow the VLDB at-
tendees to choose ML tasks, and then leverage ChatPipe to interact
with ChatGPT for generating effective data prep programs. During
the process, we illustrate the novel features of ChatPipe, includ-
ing operation recommendation, program generation, and version
management. A demonstration video can be found on YouTube1.

To summarize, we make the following contributions. (1) We
develop ChatPipe, a novel tool to optimize Human-ChatGPT in-
teractions for data prep program orchestration. (2) ChatPipe can
provide effective guidance to ChatGPT by suggesting operations to
generate program, and enable users to jump over different program
versions. (3) We deploy ChatPipe as a web app with user-friendly
interface and demonstrate its utility on real data prep scenarios.

2 SYSTEM OVERVIEW

The architecture of ChatPipe is shown in Figure 2. Given an ML
task, such as training a classifier for diabetes prediction based on
a dataset, ChatPipe is designed to optimize Human-ChatGPT in-
teractions for orchestrating data prep programs. To achieve this
goal, ChatPipe consists of three key modules. Operation Recom-
mendation provides users with effective recommendations on next
data prep operations, such as dealing with missing values and
feature engineering, based on the current program and dataset (Sec-
tion 2.1). Program Generation interacts with ChatGPT to generate
an error-free data prep program that effectively implements the rec-
ommended operations (Section 2.2). Version Management visualizes
various program versions generated by the Human-ChatGPT inter-
actions, and enables users to rapidly roll back to previous versions
for more efficient experimentation and testing (Section 2.3).

1https://youtu.be/bHwEXaA9y6Y
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Figure 2: Architecture of ChatPipe, which consists of three

key modules, (a) Operation Recommendation, (b) Program

Generation, and (c) Version Management.

2.1 Operation Recommendation

The key challenge of Operation Recommendation is two-fold. First,
there are a variety of data prep operation types (e.g., Scaling and
Discretization), and even for one type, there are many possible op-
erations (e.g.,MinMaxScaler and StandardScaler). Second, there
could be many possible ways of recommending operations, which
are highly dataset-specific and task-specific. To address the prob-
lem, we introduce a reinforcement learning (RL) based approach
that learns how to recommend operations through offline training.
For inference, given a dataset and the current program, we use the
trained model to suggest the most appropriate operations. More
details of our approach can be found in our research paper [1].
Reinforcement Learning Framework. We formulate the opera-
tion recommendation problem as a sequential decision process by
an agent. Based on a policy, the agent takes the current program 𝑃 (𝑖)

and dataset 𝐷 (𝑖) as state, and performs an action, i.e., selecting an
operation from a pre-defined search space. Then, the agent obtains
rewards from an environement, and updates its policy accordingly.
State: We represent the state based on the current program 𝑃 (𝑖)

and the produced dataset 𝐷 (𝑖) . Specifically, we use statistical infor-
mation as dataset features, and leverage a public pre-trained code
representation model UniXcoder [4] to extract program features.
Then, we concatenate the features to represent the state.
Action: We design action as choosing an operation 𝑜𝑖 from a pre-
defined operation set 𝑂 , which transforms program 𝑃 (𝑖) to 𝑃 (𝑖+1) .
Reward: The reward is used as a signal of whether the actions
performed are beneficial. We execute program 𝑃 (𝑖+1) to evaluate
its performance, e.g., F1-score of the trained classifier.
Deep Q-Network (DQN). We adopt a Deep Q-Network (DQN)
framework to optimize the policy function, as shown in Figure 2.
Specifically, following the typical strategy in DQN, we adopt a neu-
ral network to approximate the value function in DQN, which takes
state as input and produces a value for each action (i.e., operation).
The neural network contains multiple fully connected layers with
LeakeyRelu as activation function, and an output tanh layer.

https://youtu.be/bHwEXaA9y6Y
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DQN Training and Inference. Figure 2 illustrates the processes
of DQN training and inference. Our DQN training algorithm uses
an off-policy strategy that learns an 𝜖-greedy policy in multiple
episodes. Specifically, in the 𝑖-th episode, it first computes current
state 𝑠𝑖 , and then selects the greedy action that maximizes the value
function with a probability 1 − 𝜖 , and a random action with proba-
bility 𝜖 . Given the selected action 𝑎𝑖 (i.e., operation), the algorithm
updates the program from 𝑃 (𝑖) to 𝑃 (𝑖+1) , and executes 𝑃 (𝑖+1) to
obtain reward 𝑟𝑖 . Then, the parameters of DQN can be updated
using stochastic gradient descent.

For inference, given a new program 𝑃 (𝑡 ) and dataset 𝐷 (𝑡 ) , we
extract their features to represent the state, and then utilize the
trained model to compute values for the operations in our candidate
set. Finally, we maintain the operations as a ranked list, and feed
them to the Program Generation module introduced below.

2.2 Program Generation

Program Generation interacts with ChatGPT to generate data prep
programs through natural language prompts. The challenge here is
how to guide ChatGPT to generate an error-free data prep program
that effectively implements the operations. To address the challenge,
we develop three components, Operation Augmentation, Program
Refinement, and Program Checking, as described below.
Operation Augmentation. A straightforward method is to di-
rectly “translate” the best operation returned by Operation Recom-
mendation. For example, for the StandardScaler operation, one
prompt could be “Standardize features by removing the mean and
scaling to unit variance”. However, as the operation is from a con-
strained set of candidate operations (see Section 2.1), in some cases,
the improvement in the operation may not be significant.

Fortunately, we have an interesting observation that ChatGPT
may be helpful in these cases. Specifically, when we guide ChatGPT
with a coarse-grained prompt, e.g., “Generate interaction features”, it
may generate a customized program, such as df[‘AB’] = df[‘A’]
* df[‘B’], instead of simply using predefined operations. This
inspires us to organize operations into a two-level hierarchy, where
the bottom layer is fine-grained operations in our pre-defined oper-
ations set (e.g., sklearn.preprocessing.MinMaxScaler), and the
upper layer is the type of operators (e.g., Scaler). Based on the
two-level hierarchy, we generate the prompts as follows. When the
confidence of the recommended operations is high, e.g., the output
score of DQN is greater than a threshold, we select the fine-grained
operations directly. Otherwise, we select the best operation type,
which has the highest average score of its fine-grained operations,
to generate a coarse-grained prompt.
Program Refinement. This component asks the users to refine
the generated program by injecting their domain knowledge or data
prep experiences. For example, a user can utilize domain knowledge
to determine how to perform discretization on BMI, e.g., “The BMI
should be cut into [0, 18.5, 25, 30, 100] with [‘underweight’, ‘nor-
mal’, ‘overweight’, ‘obese’]”. Moreover, the users can also customize
parameters of the recommended operations, either by refining the
prompts or by updating the program.
Program Checking. This component checks whether the gener-
ated program has run-time errors, and fixes the errors if there is
any. To this end, before sending the program to users, ChatPipe

first runs the generated program in a local run-time environment.
If some errors occur, e.g., “NameError: name ’PolynomialFeatures’ is
not defined.", ChatPipe sends the error log to ChatGPT, and Chat-
GPT can fix the error to provide an updated program. Consider
the above example again. ChatGPT will add one line in the head of
program: “from sklearn.preprocessing import PolynomialFeatures". It
iteratively runs this process until the program is error-free.

2.3 Version Management

Human-ChatGPT interactions would generate multiple versions of
the program, including the produced datasets and the correspond-
ing prompts. To enable users to roll back to any previous versions,
Version Management is designed to visualize the program versions
and support fast version switching. This module has two compo-
nents: (1) Program Versioning, which maintains versions between
programs, and (2) Data Caching, which accelerates the execution
by caching intermediate data variables across versions.
Program Versioning. We use a relational database to store
version-related information for each ML task, where each ver-
sion contains the corresponding program, executing results, and
the prompts. We also maintain the relationship between versions,
which can be used to visualize the versions as a tree structure (see
Figure 2). Moreover, users can add new versions by interacting with
ChatGPT, delete useless versions, and can choose any two versions
to compare theirs differences in program, data and prompts.
Data Caching across Versions. There could be slight differences
among program versions, as the versions may have a large propor-
tion of code-blocks in common. Thus, it is natural to cache some
intermediate variables, which are likely to be reused across versions,
so as to enable fast version switching.

We have studied two technical challenges in data caching across
versions. Firstly, some studies have shown that it is unrealistic to
store all the intermediate variables [3]. Thus, it is necessary to select
the most “beneficial” variables for caching. To address the challenge,
we formulate the caching decision as a binary classification problem,
which, given a data variable, estimates the probability that the
variable is beneficial to cache. We devise a deep neural network
to predict the caching probability, taking as features the variable’s
storage size, calculation time, previous operations and the accuracy
of the downstream ML task. The second challenge is that we should
determine when a cached variable can be reused. For example, if the
code-block that computes the variable is changed, the cached data
is then outdated, and thus cannot be reused. To address this, we use
Abstract Syntax Tree (AST) to analyze the trace that each variable
is computed, and use a optimized maximum flow algorithm [3] to
judge whether a variable should be reused or recalculated,

3 DEMONSTRATION SCENARIOS

For our upcoming demonstration, we have curated a selection of
62 machine learning tasks from over 10 diverse domains, including
education, medicine and finance, sourced from Kaggle. Attendees
at VLDB are welcome to choose a dataset or domain that they are
most comfortable working with.

Next, wewill provide a concrete example of how to useChatPipe,
highlighting two key features. Firstly, ChatPipe can assist users in
their interaction with ChatGPT by suggesting the next operations.
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Step2: Program generated by ChatGPT
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Figure 3: Demonstration scenarios of ChatPipe.

Secondly, ChatPipe can manage user history, allowing them to roll
back to a previous version and compare the differences.
Machine learning tasks. Our sample machine learning task is to
predict whether a patient has diabetes [2]. It contains 769 tuples
and eight numeric diagnostic measurements as features. We use
sklearn.model_selection.train_test_split to split the train set and
the test set, with random_state = 0 by default.
Setup. The user uploads the diabetes dataset to ChatPipe and spec-
ifies the column name or index to be used for classification. She can
then generate the initial version of the code by either writing it by
hand in the Code Box or uploading an existing code. Alternatively,
she can use ChatPipe to generate the code for them. Once the code
is generated, it can be executed and saved. Subsequently, the user
iteratively interacts with ChatPipe to improve the F1 score for the
classification task.

Figure 3 illustrates an example where the user has interactedwith
ChatPipe four times and is about to initiate their fifth interaction,
as described as follows.
(1) Next Operation Recommendation. In Figure 3, the user confirms
the operation (or prompt) recommended by ChatPipe, “Remove the
outlier value 0 in columns Glucose . . .”, whichwill be sent to ChatGPT
to update the code, as shown in the Code Box of Figure 3. The light-
blue section highlights the added outlier handling operation.

Afterwards, the user executes the new code and observes an
improvement in F1 (0.674 vs. 0.614). Then, the user enters the “/”
symbol, which triggers ChatPipe to display several recommended
operations (e.g., text bubbles above the input box). The operations

are sorted and displayed by ChatPipe. After selecting an opera-
tion (in this case, “Discretization”), the corresponding prompt
(“Discretize the features”) is automatically filled into the input box.

The user can also apply domain knowledge and add an additional
prompt, such as “The BMI should be cut into [0, 18.5, 25, 30, 100] with
[‘underweight’, ‘normal’, ‘overweight’, ‘obese’]”.
(2) Program Version Management. ChatPipe stores all updated and
executed programs, which can be viewed in the code editor. And the
executed results (e.g., F1 score) of different programs can be viewed
as a statistical line chart. ChatPipe manages these information as
versions, which are organized into a version tree. Users can change
the current version by clicking on the relevant node. In Figure 3, the
user starts with the initialization version of the code root, generated
automatically by ChatPipe. She then adds a scaling operation via
a prompt, followed by a feature augmentation operation. During
the third interaction, she decides to explore different options and
clicks on the root node to return to the original version. Then, she
selects the outlier handling operation further exploration.
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